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A POLLEN DIAGRAM FROM
THE SUB-ALPINE REGION OF CENTRAL
SOUTH NORWAY
BY

KNUT FÆGR1
With l diagram.

INTRODUCTION

After having oompleted the investigations on the Late-Pleistocene
dev·elopment of the coastal distrkts of West Norway, I intended to
take up for similar studies the Hardangervidda plateau in Sentral Nor
way, a part of mountain massif forming the "back-bone" of the
Scandinavian peninsula. For military reasons, however, access to the
greatest part of Hardangervidda has been forbidden for some years,
and the realization of my plans consequently had to be postponed.
In order to gain some experience with regard to sub-alpine mate
rial I colleded a series of peat samples from a small bog near the
Haugastøl railway station, 988 m alt. The railway here runs through
Ustedalen, the topmost part of Hallingdal, along the extreme northern
edge ·Of the Hardangervidda plateau.
The bog is situated on the small peninsula between the railwa y
station and the northernmost cove of the Jakte, Sløtfjorden (982 m alt.),
in what looks like a kettle-hole in the leve! g•round-moraine. The
peninsula is covered with a Betula nana scrub. On the lower parts et
�he hillsides round the lake there is a belt of mountain birch forest presumalbly B. tortuosa hybrids. The .flora is the usual one of our
sub-alpine hill-sides on relatively favorab'le soil; a short desc• ription
of it has been given lby Dahl ( 1908, p. 23).
TECHNICAL NOTES

Pollen analysis has been carried out in the usual manner; as the
sediments were fairly ridh in pollen, no ·Chemical treatment was ne•ces
sary (but most samples had to be s.ieved after boiling with KOH).
This had the great advantage that it wa's possible to ·carry out Betula
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analyses, making use of the statistical material provided by Eneroth
('cp. Fægri 1940, p. 24, Aario 1941, p. 6 15). As the Betula peroenta.ges
were rather l�ow, a very gre· at numlber of AP 1 had to be counted before
a minimum of l 00 Betula pollen grains was rea,ched. This had the
additional effect that it was possi!ble to follow those small, but im
portant variations of the curves of Alnus and other d!emanding species,
whkh otherwise most probably would hav.e disappeared within the
statistical errors. BecaUise of the great extra work involv.ed in
measuring the pollen grains, Betula analysis has not been �carried out
in all spectra.
As the bog is very small, the pollen diagram is much influenoed
by the vegetation of the immediate surroundings. In a numlber of
samples evidence of "macroscopic sedimenta,tion" was found, i. e.
lumps of pollen grains showing that whole anthers or even flowers
hatd fallen into fhe pond or bog. In many cases such macroscopic
sedimentation completely destroys the poUen diagram, causing a great
maximum of the 'CUtrve in quesHon and 100rresponding minima of other
curves. Tt is rfrequently advantageous to correct this by calculation
(cp. Fægri 1944 b, p. 456), assuming a rather even course of the
aUetCted ·curve. Such re...caJ.culations must not, however, !be carried out
indiscriminately, or we run the risk of calculating all individuality
out of the curves. Re-calculation must be carried out on the following
c�onditions only: l. There must be �dear evidence of· macrosc-opic
sedimentation (ex,cepHon: Sphagnum spores which rpracticaHy always
occur singly). 2. The �course of the other tcurv,es must hecome less
inregu'lar after re-calculation than befare. 3. The re-caJ.culation must
be dearly indkated in the diagram. I have tried to do this by using
thinner lines 2 for "pollen lines" to (i. e. the lines �connecting the
signatures of the same pollen type from spectrum to spectrum) and
signatures of re-calculated values. Signatmes in full black (Pinus,
QM) cannot be changed in this way, we may use a smaller signatme
than usual, which I hav'e: not done in this •case, howev�er. The original
values must be inditcated in addition to the re-cakulated ones on the
same spectrum line, e. g. by means of full-size signatures which are
1

AP:
=

Arboreal pollen, NAP:

Ulmus, Tilia

and

Non-arboreal pollen, QM:

Quercetum mixtum

Quercus + Corylus, which in this diagram has been

included in the QM for practical reasons.
2

The signature lines of the
this rule!

Betula

diagram

of course do not fall under
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not connec1ed by pollen lines. To save room and prevent con1usion
only the re...calculat·ed value is indicated in the diagram i·f the differ•ence
between it and the or.iginaJ. value is less than 5% (resp. 5 Ofo0).
The diagram as presented here is essentially a composi:te: dot
signa.ture diagram, but I have found it practical to adopt for special
puPposes lbo�h signature lines (Betula diagram), histogram ("d"
values, cp. below), anld area signaktr•es ("·total" diagram). As the
individual constituents of the "total' " diagram are already represented
in the 100% sum by their resp. tota:ls, IAP and INAP, their curves
must be :dotted like other curves r-epresenting categories not included
in the 100 % sum, e. g. NAP and Sphagnum in the AP diagram.

THE DIAGRAM

The pollen diagram as pr-esented here is a rather complicated
affair, and it is necessary to deal with each partial diagram separately.
The sequence of strata is quite normal; b.e'low 2.20 (m below the
surface) the profi:le is made up of typ.ical sediments, chiefly a bright
gyttja (nekron-mud, Godwin 1938) which on microscopical examin
ation pr.oved .to ·Consist almost exdusively of the remains of same
unicellular alga, occurring singly or a few packed together. I am not
certain whether the alga belonged to Protococcaceae or Chroococ
caceae
other possi:bilities are less probable. There is an abrupt
conta:ct between the gyttja and the underlying grave), i. e. the ground
moraine.
In: its upper part the gyttja beCOimes darker from increasing
admixtures of •colloida'l humus, and at 2.20 it Js completely changed
into dy (gel-mud Godwin l. c.). At the same time the alga remains
have disappeamd, and coarser oonstituents hav·e taken tiheir pla:ce.
B elow 1. 50 these are chiefly J.eaves and stems of Drepanocladus fluitans
or in same cases Carex rootlets (2.10); above 1.50 Sphagnum remains
domiinate. It is diff.icult to decide whether this part of the deposit ought
to be characterized as a Sphagnum dy or a peat. At present the bog
was an o'ligotrophk Caricetum with the !exception of the ·central part
(where the samples were taken) which was a very wet SphagnetiUm
Lin:dlbergii with very few phanerogams. The upp·er part of the series
was extremely wet and contained little dry substance; ,in the lowlands
such peat would have been formed very rapidly.
-
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llhe general impression of the series is: l. a hydrosere reaching
the telmato-·terrestrk stage, 2. a gradual oligotrophkation. No retro
grade or cyclk deve1opment can be traced.
The first diagram proper is the classical AP diagram with an
append1x showing in detail the variations of some 0f1 the constHuents.
These appen.dkes have the same base-line as the main diagram, their
pencentages must be read in the opposite d'irection. The classical
diagram can be divided into 7 zones which I have given a preliminary
lettering A-G.
Zone G is characterized by Betula values above 20 % , culminating
in sample 2.20: 36.1% . This high va'lue is not due to ma·croscopic
s•edimentation of Betula pollen, cp. the Alnus, NAP and Sphagnum
curv•es, all of w:hich should have exihibited a minimum if macroscopic
sedimentation had takien place. The Alnus values of zone G are low,
< 2% and the QM values very low, 0.2-0.7% . It is noteworthy
that the NAP values of the two bottom samples are very low.
Zone F forms a transition between G and E. Betula has fallen to
ca. l O % , Alnus and QM have not yet risen.
Zone E is very interesting. Tlhere is a statistkally significant rise
of the Betula ourve and a corr.esponding fall nf the curve of Pinus, but
the chang·es in the appendix curves ar•e mu1oh more important. Alnus
rises to a maximum of 6 % in sample l. 70 and QM follows with
1.9% in the same sample.
Both curves fall again, however, and zone D is a repetition of
zone F. Zone C is again a repetition of zone E with another Alnus
and Betula maximum. As in E QM follows Alnus with a maximum
of 1.3% . Then oomes zone B, the dhamct·er of which is very like that
of zone F and D. The NAP values ar·e somewhat higher in zone B than
in the ·Older samples (the maxima in zone D, 1.10 and 1.60, are due
to maoroscopk sedimentation of Cyperaceae poHen).
At 0.35 another very interesting change takes place: The NAP
ourve defini>tely rises to values a:bout 50% and is followed by the
Sphagnum curve, which ris·es from values below 10% (82% and
238% in 0.90 and 0.80 due to macroscopic sedimentation) to almost
30 % . The Alnus v.alues aæ with one exoeption much lower than
in the preceding zones. The most important characteristic of zone A is,
however, the appearance of Picea, whidh rises from O to 3% . In the
older zones some few Picea pollen grains were found singly or 2-3
together.
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Tlhe Betula diagram follows next. It has been cons:truded on the
same principles as in my previous publications (cp. Fægri 1940, p. 24
seqq.); one new feature· has, however, been introduced. The variation
ourve of the arHficial mixtures of types set up to match the empirical
curve is not absolutely congruent with the latter. To obtain an indication
of the "goodness of fit" I hav.e calculated a value.E�J2
t'he sum of the
squares of all d'iff.erences hetween the obs:erved and the calculated
values. As the numiber of dasses of the calculated curve varies between
5 (one component on!y) and 8 ( "nana" and "tortuosa" present at
=

the same time), 2'32 is ibetter replaced by d

=

_E(J2

- where n is the
n

number of classes.
U d is less than 2, the curves ar'e practkaHy identical; d between
2 and 5 intdicates .a fairly good correspondence of the curves, but if
d is more than 5, even the closest obtainable correspondence between
the observed and any calculated cur·ve is rather bad. In most of t'hese
cases the maximum of the observed curve is too high and the curve
itself ·too narrow ("leptokurtk" curves) to fit in with the calculated
one. Gurves of the opposite type ("pachyiDurtk" ) are more easily
compensated for by the adding of another Betula type.
llhe limit d
5 corr·esponds to the d found by a 10% inter
change (e. g. lbetween a 50-50 % and a 40-60 % mixture) of
B. nana .and B. verrucosa or B. verrucosa and B. pubescens. In both
cases d
5.5. In the case of B. pubescens-B. tortuosa d is only 1.7.
A lO % .interchange between B. nana and B. pubescens gives d
11.2,
B. verrucosa-B. tortuosa: 7. 6. Of interest in connexion with the
changes that take pla
. ce in the Betula diagram of zone A (cp. below)
are the d values of 5 and lO% inter·change B. nana-B. tortuosa: 2.7,
resp. 10.8.
'Dhe value of d is indicated by the heavy part of the spectrum line
in the Betula diagram. Unit of d is the 5 % int·erval, the two lev·els
of goodnes are therefor·e indicated by the lO% and the (dotted)
25% lines.
I have used this d test instead Of' the usual l , the distribution of
whidh is known, because the latter is of Iittle use in Betula analysis.
This is shown by table l, the caloulation of which is based upon the
following assumption: A mixture of two of Eneroth's Betula types is
considered the hypothetical, "calculated" curve, a somewhat different
mixture is considered the empirica:l, "oibserved" curve. z2 is then ca!=

=

=
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culated in the normal ma1mer 3 and the probability taken out of a table
(e. g. Bonnier and Tedin 1940, tab. IV; the hetter, graphic tab le by
Patau, 1943 a, has not been accessirble owing to war circumstances) .
The table indicates that if an observed mixture of Betula pollen
grains is calculated to consist of e. g. 50 % B. nana and 50 % B. verru
cosa (phytogeographically a rather improbable mixture) , we may be
fairly certain that it is not really composerd of 20 % of one component
and 80 % of the other. But there is a possitbility that the real mixture
is as unequal as 30-70 %. In the ,case of the mixture B. pubescens
B. tortuosa the numbers are even less favorable. Jf the observations
indicate pure B. nana or B. verrucosa, the case is a little b2tter, and
we may be fairly certain that there is not as much as 20 % of the other
component present. If the original curves are further apart, the
statistical significance is better, cp. B. nana-B. pubescens in tab. l.
In these calculations the errors of the Eneroth Betula curves have
not been considered. I possess no data on them, but as the curves
are based upon a very great material, these errors are probably less
important.
2
The x test thus indicates an extr�me uncertainty of the Betula
analysis, ev�en more extreme than indicated by experience. It is obvious
that a single-spectrum maximum or minimum of the Betula curve is of
very little signif,icance, and �it i� equally clear that the really significant
part of the Betula diagram is the general trend of th� curves: Even
if the indivklual B. tortuosa values are highly uncertain, the B. torfuosa
curve abo ve O. 70 is of great importan�ce, etc.
It is also obv,ious that the z2 test is of no help in deciding between
variation curves that are so simi. lar to each other as thosc; of the diffe
rent Betula mixtures. As an example may be quoted the extremely
unsatisfactory analysis 1. 30 giving P r-v 0.50.
It must, however, rbe barne in mind that d is no measure of the
reliabHity of the Betula diagnosis, it simply e�presses the degre2 of
conformity between the observed curve and the nearest of the cal
2
culated anes. The x test shows that this conformity may be purely
accidental and that the real composition of the Betula flora of the
'

It must be noted that for 7.2 analysis the actual frequencies should be used
instead of the percentages, but as the total number of

f3etula pollen grains

is usually not far from l 00, this theoretical consideration is of no practical
importance. My thanks are due to Dr. Ottestad of the Agricultural College,
Ås, for assistance with regard to this part of the paper.
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Mixture

B. nana

l

"Observed"

"Calculated"

p

50+50

40+60
30+70
20+80

'""'-- 0.70
'""'--o. l 5
'""'-- 0.01

50+50

40+60
30+70
20+80

'"'--0.55
'"'--0.015
<O.OOI

50+50

40+60
30+70
20+80

'"'--0.60
'"'--0.02
<0.001

40+60
30+70
20+80
10+90
0+100

'"'--0.95
'"'--0.70
"-- 0.40
'"'--0.15
'"'--0.02

90+ ID
80+20
70+30

,...___Q.40
--....0.04
<D.001

+

B. verrucosa
B. nana
-r

B. pubescens
B. nana

+

B. tortuosa
B. pubescens

50+50

+
B. tortuosa

B. nana

+
B. verrucosa

1

100+0

All numbers except the P values are percentages.

Concerning the meaning

of P, cp. foot-note to tab. 5, p. 115.

sample in question may be represent,ed by another calculated curve,
lying at a distance of some l O or 20 % from the former and giving
a much higher d.
Whereas the Betula analyses of my previous pu'blkations have
been carried out in o!.igotrophic sediments only, those of the upper
part of the Haugastøl bog come from telmatic peat (?) . Aario has
( 1941) shown that Betula analyses flrom peat are less 'r:eliable than
those from sediments, but in t'his case� just zone A has provided the
best Betula diagram.
The two lowermost samples of zone O aPe very duhious, d is
high, and I am indined to su'Ppose that the pollen grains have shrunk
(lime eUect? cp. Fægri 1940, p. 26). This would explain both the
"nana" pollen and the Jack of B. pubescens. In the rest of zone O
and zones F-B the "verrucosa" and the "pubescens" types are almost
the only ones pPesent. They are equally frequent; where their curves
move away from each ot'her and from the 50 % line, d is so high that
the results s2em rather unreliable.
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At 1.10 and 1.00 the big pollen of "tortuosa" type appears for
the f1irst time, but it dlisappears again in 0.90 (zone C). As the quan
tiUes are ve1ry small and one of the spectra is not toa good, the
significance of this ocourrence is rat'her dubious. Fmm 0.70 on the
occurrence of the big "tortuosa" pollen is establnshed beyond doubt.
It is equaHy important as the two other types. At 0.15 the small "nana"
type appears aga1in, and this time there can hardly be any doubt that
it really represents B. nana, which grows plentifully round the bog
at present. It is noteworthy that the other types exhilbit a pro rata
decrease with the great increase of "nana" in the topmost sample. This
fact indicates that the great rise of "nana" is caused by local over
representaNon from the surrounding scmb. In the topmost sample
fossilized pollen grains only were measured, those with preserved
intine and cell contents were discardled (hut counted for calculation
of the total Betula percentage!).
Tihe NAP diagram is very monotonous, with exclusive dominanc. e
of Cyperaceae, pollen which certa�nly to a great extent comes from
the bog itself and its immediate surrouncmngs. This is also indicated
by the lower Cyperaceae values below 2.20, in the purely limnic
sediments. The only other feature of interest is the crossing of the
Gramineae and Ericales curves at the zone transi•tion E-D. B elow
that Ievel the Gramineae values a:re the higher, above it those of
Ericales dominat·e (one exception). I can offer no reasonable exp.Ja.n
aHon for this change of dominance; H H 1is more than a local pheno
menon, it certainly indicates profound changes in the ecology' of
the region.
Ericales consists ohiefly of Empetrum.
Of �he 1093 Ericales
tetrads met wi'th, 136 were indeterminable, 858 'belonged to Empetrum,
87 to Calluna, and 12 were vaccinioid. Of the 858 Empetrum tetrads
378 from 10 sampJ.es were measured (in the same 10 samples 48 hald
collapsed and could not be measured). The variation curves of the
Empetrum pollen fmm those l O samples, belonging to all parts of
the diagram, were essentiially identical. The main class in aH of them
was that of 13 ·index units (35.2 fl), cp. talble 2. Ther-e can he no
doubt that the material consisted of E. hermaphroditum with no
appreciable admixture of E. nigrum. This was corroborated by the
morphoJ.ogy of the pollen grains, which had the lax halbit of the
E. hermaphroditum gra1ins. The morphology of the E. nigrum grains
has been disoussed by Over'beck (1934) , who does not, however,
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emphasize the charac�eristic, subtetrahedric shape of a great per
centage of the Empetrum grains. It is less distinct in E. hermaphrodi
tum, the pollen grains of which are in many cases rather difficult to
distinguish from some vaccinio1id grains of the same size. The shorter,
narrower, and deeper fmrows of the Empetrum grains are the best
diagnostic characters, but I must admit that some of my diagnoses
are rather uncertain.
2.

T a:b l·e

The size of Empetrum tetrads.
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66

l 17.5 l

-

.

7

1.9

IJ.

Few, if any, E. nigrum types were olbserved !in those samples
wher.e measurements were not car.ried out.
It must be noted that the mean size of the tetrads in tab. 2 is
considerably lower than that found by Erdtman (1938, p. 131) and
Arwidsson (1943, p. 127). T'his is principaHy due to the fact that
the samples measured by the said authors had been subject to
acetolysis. Thiis method of preparation tends to slightly exaggerate
the size of pollen grains, most probably because the walls swell a littlc.
In the case of pollen tetrads this diiffeænce is rathcr grcat, as will
be seen from table 3. As the Empetrum lzermaplzroditum material was
rather small, I have included measurements of the poHen grains of a
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Table 3.

l

Empetrum
hermaphroditum
Vaccinium
microcarpum

Eriophorum
vaginatum
KOH treatment:

P for the difference against

Mean size,
unit: 2.7 11.

Treatment

Material

acetolysis

KOH treatment

12. 6
14.6

-

<0.001

<0.001

-

KOH
acetolysis
H2so.

11.3
13.6
12.3

-

<0.001

<0 . 001
<O.OOl

<O.OOI

KOH
acetolysis
H2so.

13.89
14.08
14.19

KOH
aceto1ysis

l

l

-

-

>0.2
0.05 > p> 0.01

Boiled with to Ofo KOH for 2-3 hours.

l

>0.2
>0.2

Acetolysis: cp. Erdtman 1 934, 1936.
H2SO.: Suspended in cold H2SO. conc. for 24 hours.
Concerning P, cp. foot-note to tab. 5.

srpecimen of Vaccinium microcarpum, treated in the same 3 ways.
It wil:l be seen that there is a considerahJ.e dif.fer-ence between the
results of the different tr,eatments. By comparison w.ith tab. 2 it is
also seen that there is almost complete identity between the fossil
material 4 anrd the result of KOH treatment of Empetrum hermapllrodi
tum: the difference is without any statistical significance (v2 < l).
This 'is in good accordance with previoos experi·ences with Betula
pollen: Material that has been boiled sufficiently long (cp. Overbeck
l. c. p. 570) with 10 % KOH has the same size as fossilized material
after KOH Uoiling for a f.ew seconds. The effect of acetolysis varies
a great ·deal Wlith the natme of the poHen grain and is especially
marked in t'hick-waBed tetrad pollen. I have also induded in tab. 3
the results of the same 3 treatments in a t'hin-wa.Jied, single-grain
•

Which has

also been treated with KOH.

Erdtman

(1944)

maintains

that different treatments may result in diHerent spectra from the same
sample, e. g. a "KOH spectrum", an "acetolysi•s spectrum", etc., and that
it is not a priori certain that any of thes·e is
• more correct than the others.
Here is not the place to enter upon this remarkable statement
and Erdtman

1933,

Erdtman

1934).

(cp.

Erdtman

When it comes to size analysis it

must be noted that whereas the KOH method gives comparable results in
fossil and recent material, the acetolysis does not always do so, even if
it is not preceded by chlorination.
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pollen, viz. that of Eriopfwrum vaginatum. In this case there is
practically no ,dlifference.
The last diagram, the "total", is the same as Iversen ( 1941)
has introduced under the name of "Formationsdiagram".
This
name is not good, as the phytosociological term "formation" is rather
obscure. ''Phytocoenose diagram" is beUer, but I prefer the simpler
and abso,lutely neutral term "total diagram". Generally total diagrams
ought only to be prepared from limnic deposits where local effects are
v·ery small and can easily be detected. In this case the diagram is
greatly disturbed by local over-representation and other irregularities.
The total diagram is a summa·ry of the AP and NAP diagrams
and does not convey any new facts, but it serves to emphasiz·e some
important points, especially with regand to the question of the density
of the forest cover. This has obviously been much thinner during zone
A than dur,ing all the preceding zones, and it is also evident that this
is caused by the disappearance of Pinus, the curve of which falls from
60--70 % in zones G-B to 30-40% in zone A. The Betula cmve
of zone A is a little higher than that of zones B and D.
In the total driagram Betula nana has been transferred from the
AP to the NAP - where it natura),)y belongs. This ought to :be done
in the AP diagram too, but practical considerations, espeoially the
question of comparability with other diagrams where Betula analysis
has not been or .cannot be carnied out, speak in favour of including
the species in the ordinary Betula curve.
One diagram that is frequently seen in the purblications of other
pollen analysts, viz. the diagram of NAP types expressed in per cent
O·f AP has not been included here. This diagram does not show
anything that is not shown quite as well ar better in the diagrams
represented here, and the finer variations in the NAP diagram ( e. g.
the relation between Gramineae and Ericales in this case) are lost
in the gæater fluctuations caused by the variation of 27NAP as a
whole. I have ma,intained befare anld repeat it here: The NAP-in-per
cent-AP diagram is of use primarily where most of the NAP is derived
from the local vegetation of the sample plot itself. The NAP vari
ations of· these diagrams are totally dependent upon macroscopic
sedimentation, and the NAP ourves are consequently so ,irregular that
it is of no use to calculate a complete NAP diagram. In such cases
the variations of the individual NAP constituents may be analysed by
means of curves expressing their quantit:ies in per cent of AP ( e. g.
..
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the Andals-torvmyrane diagram Fægri 1944 a, pl. 8). In sediments
the complete NAP .diagram can always be. used, in peat we may have
to resort to curves of the other type. At any rate a ZNAP curve should
be included in all pollen diagrams.
Another featuæ lacking in my diagram is the absolute pollen
frequence (APF). I am at a loss to understand the great importance
ascrihed by some colh�agues to the APF. Genera,JJy it does not tell
anything that is not told much hetter by other curves, especially the
NAP curves. Whereas the relative values depend only upon the pollen
production and sedimentation of a more or less wide area round the
sample plot (apart from possible destruction during the fossilization
etc.), the APF also depends upon the rate of growth of the peat or
sediment in question. This introduces another "unknown" in our
equations, which are sufficiently difficult to s.olve beforehamd. Aario
( 1943, p. 6) mainta�ns that .in sub-arctic Finland the NAP curve in
many cases is of little value as a diagnostic of the density of the
forest cover. The APF does not seem to be much hetter (cp. Aario
1944, p. 340).
Mannerfelt ( 1940, p. 36) has also pointed out that the distribution
of NAP pollen is of less value in the study of deforestation and forest
J:imits in the mountains than in the lowlands. This is quite natura!:
The pollen grains o·f the lowland forests are carried by turlbulence far
up into the higher strata of the atmo·sphere, and distribute themselves
more or less evenly both on the mountains and on the surmunding
lowlands, where they were generated. The smaller and the more
isolated the mountain is, the stronger is this effect. For some years
I have collectecl the recent pol1len rain at a number of stations across
the Central Norwegian mountains. So far, I have not had any oppor
tunity to work out the results, but a pre!.iminary reconnaissance has
shown that there is a marked decrease in the quantity of AP in the
central part of the massif. Howev·er, the quantity of NAP also de
creases with increa,sing altitude, and it is not always easy to predict
the proportion of NAP in re.lation to AP at the diHerent stations.
Nevertheless I am of opinion that a careful NAP analysis is the most
effective means of diagnosticiSiing the density of the forest cover. This
presumes that the pollen analyst is alble to "think botanically", to
translate his diagrams in vegetational terms, not to use pollen grains
like index fosS1i1ls (Erd'tman 1944, p. 411). Pollen analysis is o ne
of the most marvellous instruments of researoh ever presented to the
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quaternary geologist, but it must not be forgotten that it is essenti
ally a branch of botany. Any schematic, non-vegetational, index fossil
interpætation of a pollen diagram is likely to lead to confusion as
soon as difficUI!ties present themse1lves.
A simple, but necessarily rather inexact expression of the APF
is the number of poHen grains per square unit of preparation. That
value can be obtained almnst wtithout any extra labour dluring ordinary
analysis. In cases lik·e the Haugastøl bog, where the samples cannot
be analysed in their original state, we have to make special prepar
ations for the calculation of the APF. I do not think the work pays.

Discussion.

What does this complicated diagram teU ahout the development
of vegetation and climate? In all zones !below A the Pinus curv·e is
so high and the NAP cur\'le so low that the bog must have been sur
sounded by pine forest. This is also cormlborated by the find of
stomatar cells of Pinus. Their occurr·ence is summarized in table 4.
T a b l e 4.
Number of
samples5

Zone

A .............

B .. ... .. . . . . ..

.
.

c ............. .
D . . . •. . . • . . . . . .
E ... ......... . .
F . .. .. . . . . . .. . .
G ............. .

•

7
4
2
4
6
2
6

l

Average frequency
of stomata, 0/oo

5.3
16.0
34.5
27.8
12.2
4.5
9.7

Samples forming the border be•tween two zones have been counted twice.
The calculation of this and same olf the tollowing tables has been carried
out with a preliminary value for the sample 1.00.
however,

tSO

The final values are,

similar that no material changes result.

At present the conifer for.est goes to Geilo, 20 km due E, 750 m
alt. There is a consideralble quant!ity of conifers in the birch forest
at the western end of Ustedla!lsvatn, some 5 km f.urther W, 770 m alt.,
which is probab
r ly the present limit of conifer forest in the are· a.
Accor.ding to Dahl ( 1908, p. 23) isolat·ed specimens of conifers ar.e
found further W, the highest - Picea - at Karii stø1len, only 3 km E
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of Haugastøl. As there is no fall of the Pinus curve, no,r of the number
of stcmata in the topmost samples, the conifer forest limit cannot
have changed materially in recent times, and the conclusion is that
at _the beginning of zone A the pine forest disappeared from the sur
roundi.ngs of Haugastørl and withdrew to the Geilo region. It is
remarkable that some few stomatar cdls nevertheless occur in the
sam:ples of zone A." They may ,either be secondary, coming from
other bogs that are sub}ect to erosion, or they may come from needles
blown - most probably on and with the snow, cp. Heintze 19 14,
Du Ridz 193 1 - from the occurr.ences within the present pine area.
As the drainage area of our bog is very 9mall and d'oes not include
any other bogs, I prefe, r the latter explanation.
The disappearanoe of the pine forest horn Haugastøl at the be
ginning of zone A is an estaiblished fact. Is this disappearance olimatic
ally condifioned, or .is it due to extermination by man? We know
that the dimate deteriorate:d at the begrinning of the sub-atlantic
period, but it is nevertheless very difficult to an·swer the question,
and this diagram alone can hardly settle the point definitely. The
a!ppearanoe of oultivat:ion indicators just on the A-8 zone transition
speaks for the latter alternative.
The NAP diagram does not æact in any way, and the r"ather
unexpected reaction of the total diagram - rise of the Sphagnum
curve while that of NAP remains constant - is difficult to interpret
dimatologically. Also most of the curves of the AP diagram are
useless in this connexion; the Alnus values a æ a litf.le lower than in
"

The comparatively high average, 5.3

°fno,

is primarily due to the value 12

from sample 0.35, which fo11ms the transition to zone B.
is not included, the average is 4.2.

If that sample

Because of the great dispersion of the

numbers, even that value does not give more than medium statistical assu
rance that it is lower than the average of zones B-F:

0.05 >P> 0.01.

This unevenness of the occurrence is due to many causes.

Trhe stomata

are easily over-looked, and they are not typical micro-fos
• sils, being remains
of a small macro-object, viz. the pine needles.

The occurrence of pine

needles in deposits is subject to some errors, which are of less importance
in the case of pollen grains, i. a. the sorting out in relation to the coars·eness
of the deposit.

In very fine-grained sediments, e. g. those of zone G, pine

needles - and stomata - are rarer than in the coarser deposits of the
upper strata.

In extreme cases this sorting out may even influence the

composition of the pollen flora; most likely the abnormally low Pinus
values in the lower part of the Løningsvatn diagram from Bømlo (Fægri

1944 a, pl. 10) may be explained in this way.
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the preceding zones, but the difference is rather slight. The Picea
curve is important, its rise duning zone A cannot be conditioned by
cultivation, it must be due to anoth<er influence, which may simply be
the gradual wandering westwards of the spedes. In this locality the
Picea .curve cannot at any rate be int,enpreted as an evidence of dimatic
deterioration.
The only positive evidence for olimatic deterioration is given by
the Betula diagram. The a ppearance of B. nana may be due to cultiv
ation, ibut it is very difficult to interpret the rise orf B. tortuosa in
the last :part of zone B in the same manner.
I therefore consider the topmost part of aur diagram as a vague
evidence of dimatic deterioration, but I am not quite oertain if cuJti.v
ation has not played a very gr·eat part, espeoially in the last rise of
B. nana and possilbly ailso in the disappearance of Pinus. About 3 km
further W there was - unti1l 40 years aga, befor·e the days of the
Bergen-Oslo railway - a lonely farm, Nygård/ and there is a
numiber of "seters" (summer outfarms), 1aH of which have needed
great quantities of fuel. This fuel consumption may have heen suffi
oi·ent to aocount for the disap;pearance of the pine and the appea,rance
instead of the mor<e useful arboreal birches. The
of Betula nana
question why the pine forest disappeared from Haugastøl cannot be
setHed definitely lby this diagram alone. On the other hand I must
take express reservations against it,s being interpreted :in the opposit·e
direction: It gives a�bsolutely no evidence that alimati.c deterioration
did not take place.
Let us now turn to another extreme: zone E. lts most ·important
charaderistic is the gr,eat Alnus maximum. Alnus is pollen-analytkallly
for many reasons a mther unsatisfaretory genus, primarily because it
in·oludes two species, the climatic <demands of whiich ar.e diffe. rent,
but the pollen grains of which are very simi1lar. Erdtman ( 1936)
has discussed the morphology of the pollen grains of A. incana and
A. glutinosa and condudes that the differenoe is great enough to be
of dliagnostic value. However, in actual analytical work it is hardly
possible to undertake the ·complicated measurements advocated by
Erdtman for the separation of the spedes. The Alnus pollen grains
found in this Haugastøl bog were rather different from those of the
-

'

Where Dahl

(1908,

p.

26)

i. a. found Plantago lanceolata

and

Rumex

domesticus among the weeds.
Norsk geo!. tidsskr. 25.

8
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lowland ar,eas where I have made my previorus experiences. Whereas
there is no difference between the exine of Betula and Alnus pollen
grains in the lowlands, in the Haugastøl bog that of the Alnus grains
is mruch thinner and takes a much lighter colour than that of Betula.
Tlhe "bright arches" of the Alnus grains are Je. ss d'istinct than in
lowland material and although the state of preservation of the other
poUen types was generally exceHent, the Alnus grains had aften col
lapsed. These thin-wallled Alnus pollen grains, the pares of which
are - in those cases when they can be observed - mor,e ciroular,
no doubt represent A. incana, whereas the ørdinary thkk-waJied
grains, the pares of which are more lanceolate with their longest axis
in meridiona,l direction, represent A. glutinosa. As intermediate forms
a,re far from scaroe, a quantitative analysis of the Alnus population is
hardly practkable; in the Haugastøl bog the A. glutinosa type was
rare, and the Alnus curve may be considered to represent A. incana.
Zone E is thus characterized by an Alnus incana maximum in the
porllen diagram from a pine covered area; what does this mean?
At present Alnus goes a little higher in the mountains than Pinus,
occurring also in the birch belt. On the other hand these oocurrences
are rather insignificant, they may: be compared with the sporadic
occurrenoe of conHers high above the conifer limit, and we are
justified in stating that the thermk demands of Alnus incana and
Pinus in aur mountarins are practicaltly coincidental (cp. VE 1940,
pp. 106, 156).
Alnus is generallr y considered to indicate humid conditions, which
is certainly true with regard to A. glutinosa; 'but everyibody who has
become acquainted with the A. incana Ve' getation of aur steep moun
tadn sides, knows that this spedes thrives excellently under meso
hygrobic conditions: in sub-arctic, sub-alpine, and montane areas
A. incana is far from being a bog species (cp. Ve l. c.). As Pinus is
rather euryhygrobic, the interchange Pinus- Alnus cannot without
reservations be intenpreted as a resuiJt of changing h�grobk conditions.
It can be added that although A. incana is favoured by culhvation
(Ve l. c., p. 1 05), this cannot, of course, explain the very old Alnus
maxrima of zones E and C. But this fad may be the explanation of
the comparatively high Alnus values of sample 0. 15 Ccp. the cultivation
pollen!).
There is also a Betula maximum in zone E, indicaUng that the
monotony of the pine forest was brokcen by an increased adrmixture
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of foliiferous trees. The Betula diagram does not show any decisive
reaction in zone E; below 0.70 it does not tell much at all, only that
the Betula popuaation consisted of a more or less equal mixture of
B. verrucosa and B. pubescens types. It is impossible to st,at'e anything
definitely about the thermic demands of such a Betula population in
comparison with those of Pinus. The NAP diagram gives no inform
ation about the character of zone E. Any interpretation of the character
of this zone, based upon the curves drlscussed so far, must remain more
or less conjectural.
There is one curve Ieft, however, that may to a certain degree help
us, viz. �he QM (incl. Corylus) curve. It is parallel with the Alnus curve,
and an ana:lysis of covariance of QM and Alnus gives the results that
are summarized in tab. 5 (cp. Bonnier and Tedin 1940, p. 139).
T abl e 5.
Cause of variance
Regression of QM
upon Alnus .....
Rest
o

Total

•

•

•

•

•

.. ..
.

.

•

•

•

o

.

•

•

.

... . . .

l

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

l

27

115
312

28

427

Mean
square

115
11.6

v2 1 0.0 0.01> P> O 0 01.
v=t=3.1 5 P"-0. 0 05 (cp. Patau 1943 b)8).
=

There is ·consequently a stron:g corrdation between Alnus and
QM (ino!. Corylus). The thermical demands of the constituents of
the QM curve are - for once - undisputable: they r�present the

demanding element of the flora, they are indicators of moæ f.avourable
oonditions. T:he correlation between QM and Alnus consequenHy
proves that Alnus a:lso is a relatively demanding sped es and that also
the Alnus maxima of zones E and C really indicate more favourabJ,e
climatk conditions. The same is, of course, indicated by the QM
maxima of the same zones.
·

'

P is a measure of probability that the observed distribution is due to
chance only.

In the present c· a se there is 0.5

o/o

probability that the

observed regression ,is due to chance only, 99.5 % that it is due to some
other factor, i. e. that it is real.
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T abl e 6.
Analysis of variance of the Alnus and the QM curves.

l �:f.·,�

c'"" of "'' ' ""

Between all zones ....
Between zones:
A and B-G .........
Gand B-F .........
C+E and B+D+F ..

C and E ............
B, D, and F .........

Sum of
squares

783
412
1685
53
Y3

783
412
1685
53
46.5

672
136

672
136

l

l

24

1346

Total ...... . . . .......

l

30

4370

Degr. of
freedom

.

1

6

179

l
l
l
l
2

4
70
72
16
17

·l

C+E and D
. .. .. .
:
A and B + D ·c- F ......
.

Within zones
Total

.

28
8.5

........ l

24

289

l

30

468

. . . .. .. ..
.

Sum of
squares

.

.

.

..

l

Mean
square

l
l
l
l
2

Within zones ... . ... ·

Between all zones ....
Between zones:
A and B-G .........
Gand B-F .........
C+E and B + D + F ..
C and E ... . . . .. . . ·
B, D, and F .........

1

3024

·l

Cause of variance

l

6

C+E and D ...... .
A and B+ D+F ......
.

Alnus

l

l

-

v

2

p

-

-

14.0
7.3
30.0
<l

"--0.001
"-- 0.01
<0.001
-

<l

-

12 0
2.4
.

l

"--0.001
0.2> P>0.05

l

56.1

l

l

QM

(inc!. Corylus)

Mean
square

v

-

p

-

-

4
70
72
16
9

<l
5.8
6.0
1.3
<I

28
8.5
12 04

2

23
.

<I

1
l

-

0.05 > p> O. OI
0.05 >p> 0.01
>0.2
-

l

02

>

� >0.05

l

l

This great importance being ascribed to the said maxima, the
question naturaHy arises: are they statistkally significant. An ana
lysis of variance of the Ainas and the QM curves gives the results that
are summarized in table 6: The quantity of Alnus in zone A is
decidedly lower than the average of the preceding zones, but the
differenc.e between the A,Jnus percentage of zone A and the less favour
able zones B, D, and F, may be due to chance. The difference in this
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respect between zone G and zones B-F is faidy significant. The
difference between zones C and E - the favoured ones - and B,
D, and F is statistica1lly very good, and so is that between E and C
on one side and the intermediary zone D on the other. The corre
sponding numbers for QM are much less significant. Best are the
differences between G and the other zones (ex,cept A) and between
C + E and B, D, and F. Now it must be rememlbered that the numbers
themselves are subject ,to same statistical uncertainty. In the case
of the very smaU percentages of the QM curve these statistical errors
are relatively very great and dis�urbing, even when as much as 1000
or more pollen grains have been counted per spectrum. Another factor
that may tend to disturb the curves, is the accidental occurrence of
long-distance transported grains. T'his factor is espeoially of im
portance during zone A (cp. below), but when the percentages are
suHiciently low, it disturbs also during the other zones.
The Betula and Pinus maxima and minima are so obv1ious that
it is unnecessary to use statistical analysis to prove their reality.
The result of this discussion of the character of zone E - and oi
the almost identical zone C - is that the zones represent a vegetation
demanding a more favoura:ble climate than the vegetation of zones B,
D, and F. It is especially noteworthy that the intermediary period D
reprresents a less favourable climate than that of periods E and C.
This result raises another group of problems, 4 of which shaM be deatt
with her.e.
First: I,f we ta�e zone A to repr,esent a climatic deterioration
as compared with zone B, the total climatic deterioration from the
optimum during zone C becomes a rather considerable one.
Secondly: The diagram shows a doubie climatic optimum.
During the last years I have repeat,edly attracted the attention to the
fact that, whereas the climatic optimum in less oceanic regions is
considered to fall in the atlantic period, it is unquestionably situated
in the sub...:boreal period in the hyper-o,ceanic r�egions of West Norway.
The de·tection of a doulble optimum is therefore of very great interest,
even if this is not the first time it has been demonstrated. As lang
ago as 1939 Florin was able to give same statements on the occurr·ence
of a double climatic optimum and a climatic detenioration between the
atlantic and su'b-boreal periods in eastern Middle Sweden. In a recent
publication he has verified this statement pollen-analytically ( 1944,
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p. 567); the sub-boreal optimum is a little lower than the atlantic one,
but rhis may be due to cultivation.
In a leoture many years ago I predicted upon purely theoreticai
grounds that there ought to be a short peniod of unfavourable climate
between the aHantic and sub
l -b
l oreal periods. My prediction was a
consequence of a strict application of the lee Age theory of Simpson
( 1929). The salient points of the theory ar·e the following: Jf solar
radiation is too strong, pr·eoipitation is amptle, but the general tem
peratuæ leve! is too hi�h to permit the existence of glaciers in lower
latitudes. If solar radiation is too low, temperature condit:Jions are
favourable for gladation, but the general atmosrpheric circulation is
too weak, precipitation is insUifficient to maintain glaciers. The gr•eat
est "glaciation potential" is connected with a medium quantity of
solar radiation, the "glacigencius interval". Jf the climate of the atlantic
period belonged to the first type and that of the sulb�boæal period
to the second, solar radiation must have passed the glacigenous inter
val at the zone transWon. No Glacial Age resuHed because the
transition was too rapid: the formation of large gJiaciers is a slow
pro cess.
This is certainly too strict an application of a theory, the
correctness of which has been dispulted and which was, at any rate,
not intended for the explanation of these phenomena:, but it may serve
as a warning against the tendency of many quaternary geologists to
let the climate pass from one type to another without considering all
the consequences.
When I prepaæd the lecture referred' to above, I had very few
observations to support my view. The most important were perhaps
the - not quite convindng - olbser:vations of Grønlie ( 1927 and
previ; ous pulbl.) indicating a less demanding mollusc fauna some time
during the Tapes .period. Iversen ( 194 1) later explained the curious
Danish pollen diagrams that appaænNy pointed in the same direction
and pmved them to reflect, not a climatic deterioration, lbut the settUng
of the land. My own di<11grams from West Norway gave no definite
indications, and I had long ago a:bandoned my vi•ew when Mr. Sten
Florin in a recent letter re-informed me about his finds in Sweden.
And now the same O:bservation can be made at Haugastøl. One single
diagram, of course, is not suffident material to support revolutionary
theories, but I do not see any other way of interpreting my diagram.
I have a•lways wonden�d at the apparently oompiete recovery of the
Danish forests aHer •the "sett>ling phase". P.enhaps there is in that
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country a coincidence 'between the settling and the climatic deterior
ation?
The third point to be stressed is the gr.eat part played by Alnus
as an indicator of a more favourable climate. This is in good accord
ance with the finds from other parts of the Norwegian mountains, viz.
the pollen diagrams from Sylene and Sikilsdalen, published by Nord
hagen ( 1933, p. 206, 2 1 1, cp. 1943, p. 29, the great Alnus maximum
at the lbottom of the Syl·ene diagram must lbe due to local ov·er
representation) and from Fongen (Mannerfelt 1940, p. 34). Many
instances of Alnus maxima as indicators of climatic optima are known
from North Sweden ( Sandegren 1924, Malmstrom 1934, Fromm 1938,
et al.), and I suppose that the great expansion of Alnus in North
Finland during the atlantic period (Aario 1943, p. 89) may lbe less due
to hygric than to �hermic causes, even if we must not forget that Alnus
is certainly mone hygrobic in continental r.egcions than in rel!atively
oceanic ones.
The fourth point is a more controversial one. Pinus, different
Betula types, and Alnus incana undoubtedly occurred in the ·immediate
vicinity during the climatic optima of the Haugastøl bog. But what
about the QM constituents, Ulmus, Tilia, Quercus, 9 and in this case
also Corylus?
The proiblem must be disoussed separately for zone A and for the older
zones. T:here can be no doubt that the comparatively hågh QM values
of zone A are due to long-distance transport, which naturally plays a
more important part the thinner the forest cover of the region is. As
a matter of fact, the comparatively high QM va1lue
· s of zone A are in
themselves an indicator of the lack of forest, as pointe
· d out by Aario
previously ( 1940, p. 85).
The case of the older zones is more diffimlt. The Eidestjønn
diagram ( Fægri 1944 a, pl. 7, cp. LassetJern 1944 b, pl. Ill) shows
the importance of long-distance transport even in a forested area,t0
•

The supposed similari.ty beween

Quercus

and

Viola pollen has caused

some investigators to consider Quercus in the sub-alpine diagrams dubious
or to drop it altogether.

The smoother and more thin-walled Viola grains

are, however, rather easily distinguished from those of Quercus.

10

l therefore emphatically disagree with Erdtman's

(1944)

repetition of

v. Post's old statement about the significance of the scattered occurrences
of pollen grains of Fagus and
occurrence of the two genera.

Carpinus

outside the present areas of

A continuous curve is necessary befure

any conclusions can be drawn with rega�d to the local occurrence of
wind-pollinated mega- and macro-phanerophytes.

•
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and I do not think the comparatively small quantities of QM pollen
in zones B, D, and F represent any local occurrence of the species
in question: The pollen comes from the last outposts of the species
further down the valley. Tth·e higher values of zones C and E indicate
that these outposts have advanced further up the valrley and doser to
our bog, lbut not even the greatest maxima (4-6 °/�0!) can be int·er
preted as evidence that any QM constitu.ent ever grew in the neigh
bourhood of Haugastøl. The nearest occurrences were probably not
far away, perhaps in the same places where the pine forest ends to
day, but the QM constituents hardly ever came into what is now regio
sub-alpina in this part of Norway.
The bed-rock of the Hallingdal region is rather unfavourable, and
the vegetation 1is very monotonous, Picea and Pinus being - besides

Betula - almost the only tr·ees in the for·ests. The best part of the
soil - where demanding species might have existed - has been
settled long ago, and our <;noble deciduous trees" are therefore very
scarce. According to Da1hl (l 908) the on1ly occurrence of Corylus in
the valley is at HesJa, some 60 km further E, 250 m alt. It is note
worthy that the name is derived from hesli, meaning a place where

Corylus grows (Rygh and Falk 1909, p. 109). The only other place
name indicating the occurrence of any of these sp
r ecies is Lindelien in
the ,Jowest part of the va!J.ey, in a place wlhere Tilia ("lind") sNH grows
(Rygh and Falk I. c., p. 7 1). According to information from Mr. Johs.
Lid, curator of the Oslo henbarium, none of these s:pecies are known
to occur in other places in Hallingdal to-day.
Nordhagen (l 943, p. 27) has interpreted the Sikilsdalen pollen
diagram in a different manner and supposes that the "noble deciduous
trees" occurred sp
: oradically on the warm S-exposed hill-sides during
the post-glacial climatic optimum. I agr·ee with him wi1th regard to
Corylus, wlhich possesses an almost continuous curve, reaching 4 %,
but I find it less probable that any of the QM constituents proper
should haV
' e occurred within the Sikilsdalen basin, even in the lowest
part of regio sub-alpina and in the most favourable places. The pollen
diagram (l. c.) is very primitive and based upon few pollen grains per
spectrum (± 150?), and the Ulmus and Tilia percentages are so small
and scattered that they do not aveTage more than a few per mille.
Under fhose circumstances long-distance transport is a more like!y
explanation.
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Fraxinus pollen is very scarce in the lowlands. It was not observed
in any of the samples from Haugastøl.
The Salix curve is unexpectedly low; the maximum at 1.60 is due
to macroscopic sedimentation. As there is very little Salix even in the
topmost sample, it is not possible to draw any conclusion with regard
to the former occurrence of willow copses, which are at present fairly
plentiful on same of the neighlbouring rhill-sides. Even in the mountains
Salix obviously belongs to the species that are under-repres2nte el in
the pollen diagrams.
The quantity of herb pollen, especially that of entomophilous
herbs, is also very small, and as an inclicator of deforestation the herb
pollen does not play the same part as it does in arctic Finland and
the Alps according to Aario ( 1944, p. 338). Some few grains are met
with in each sample. Composits (types H and T, cp. Zand>2r 1935)
were the most frequent, among the others may be note el Cariophyllaceae,
Umbelliferae, Ranunculus, Valeriana, and Geranium, all of therm fami
lies and genera that occur in the su:b-alpine forest of the region at
present. Of greater interest are two pollen grains of Succisa pratensis
from zone E ( samples 1.60 and 1.80). Succisa is essentially a lowland
plant (Nordhagen 1943, p. 59, cp. Norman 1895, p. 337) even if there
are recorcls of its occurrence up to the Betula limit (Dahl 1915, p. 138,
Sellancl 1920, p. 225) and above that (Dahl 1907, p. 49, Smith 1920,
p. 225, Lange 1938, p. 145). Some of the se recorcls may refer to
anthropochoric clispersal, the species being an apophyte (cp. Lin kola
1921, p. 439). It is not recorded by Dahl ( 1908) from the Haugastøl
region nor from the rest of the valley. According to information from
Mr. Ud the nearest prese
, nt occurrences of Succisa in Hallingda'l are
- as far as we know - in Krødsrherad, more than l 00 km further SE.
It is also noteworthy that the species is not known from the
northemmost provinces of Norway (Normann l. c., Dahl 1934, p. 400).
Aocording to Norman (1. c.) it is exclusively oceanic in the northern
part of its area of clistribution. Consequently its occurrence at Hauga
støl during zone E gives valualble information lboth with regard to the
thermic and hygric conclitions of that zone.
In the sediments of zone G some few poHen grains of aquatic
plants were observecl. They all belonged to the Sparganium type;
Potamogeton and the Nymphaeaceae were not observed. According to
Samuelsson (1934, p. 44) the upper limits of the genera in the Swedish
provinces of Dalarne-Jamtland are:
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Sparganium (hyperboreum)
950
Potamogeton (filiformis) ............ l000
Nuphar spp. .............................. 750
Nymphaea candida ..................... 700

m
»
»
»

In Sikilsdalen in centra'l Norway both Sparganium (affine and
cfr. hyperboreum) and Potamogeton (gramineus and alpinus) grow
at 1000 m alt. (Nordhagen 1943, p. 441), whereas Nuphar luteum
does not occur above 900 m in East Norway (Samuelsson I. c.,
p. 131) .
The Haugastøl region is situated so far away from all other areas
in which pollen-analytical work has been carried out, and the Hauga
støl diagram is so differ-ent from other, better known, diagram types
that it is very difficult to date the zones. Nevertheless, the paralleli
zation of the two optima of zones C and E with those of the Middle
Swedish diagrams includes a dating, viz. to the sulb-boreal, resp. the
atlantic period. This dating can to a certain degree !be controlled by
means of the composition of the QM flora of the zones, cp. tabJ,e 7.
The Quercus dominance of zone A and the Corylus dominance of zone
F are statistically signi,ficant (P < 0.001 in both cases). This Corylus
dominance can be interpreted as the representation of the boreal Cory
lus maximum in the lowlands (zone VIII in the Jæren diagram, Fægi
1940).
Table 7.

The distribution of QM constituents, average numbers, per mille.
A

Zone:

Ulmus ..........

0.3

B

c

D

E

F

G

0.3

4.5

1.3

1.3
2 3

2.2
2.0

1.8

0.5
0.0
2.0

0.3
0.3
0.8

Tilia ............
Quercus .. . . ...

2.1
4.4

3.0

0.7

2.5
5.0

QM-total .

.. .

6.8

4.0

1 2.0

4.9

6.0

2.5

1.4

Corylus . . . . ....

1.0

0.5

1.0

3.3

3.3

4.5

1.8

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

In zone E Corylus and the individual QM constituents are equally
frequent, whereas Corylus is Iower than the others in zone C (it must
be admitted, though, that the statistica11 significance of the QM domin
ance is very low: P rv O.l). This is in good accordanoe with the
pollen-analytical character of the atlantic and the sulb-boreal periods
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as they are known, e. g. from West Norway. A more detailed discus
sion is hardly profita!ble at the present stage of our knowledge especially as we know practkallly nothing about the vegetational devel
opment in East Norway - but the a'bove points in the same direction
as the parallelization with the Middle Swedish optima: Zones C and
E represent the sub-boreal and atlantic periods, zone F the high boreal,
and G most pro'bably the early boreal. Zone A is the sub:-atlantic,
and B is most probably the late sub
l -b
l oreal.
The dating of the other sub-al: pine diagrams from Norway must
perhaps be revised in view of these results. However, the important
part is the Alnus curve. Unless it is calculated in per mille on the basis
of a very great number of AP, the Alnus maxima are lost in the statist
ical errors, and unless the curve is drawn in a per mille scale, the
maxima are lost graphically. It is therefore impossilble to make any
definite statements on the real significance of the post-glacia:l Alnus
maxima of the sub-alpine diagrams mentioned above. This is deplor
able, espedaiJ!y in the case of the Fongen diagram (Mannerf.elt l. c.),
as an exact dating would answer the important question whether the
young, local moraines in our mountains may have been formed during
the relatively unfavouraible period D.
It is noteworthy that Alnus occurred during zones F and G,
A. glutinosa did not assert itself in the diagrams from West Norway
until the beginning of the atlantic period, but its occurrence during the
boreal is proved by the diagrams from Randaberg ( Fægri 1940, p. 90)
and by some of the diagrams from Bømilo (Fægri 1944 a). A. incana
most pr<jbahly immigrate.d along another route, op. the early oocur
rence of that species in Finland (e. g. Hyyppa 1937), and came to
the country as early as, or perhaps even earlier, than, A. glutinosa.

SUM MARY
l. Deposits from a small bog near Haugastøl were investigated
pollen-analytically.
2. The decisive ourves of Alnus, QM, etc. are so low that more
than l 000 AP had to be counted per spectl'IUm to give significant
results.
3. Betula analysis was carfi.ed out, its statistical errors were
discussed.
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4.

The methods of analysis of varianc2 have been applied to the

rnaterial (tabs. 3, 5, 6, etc.).

5. There are two climatic optima, one atlantic, and one sub-boreal,

separated by a less favourable period.

6.

The pine forest disappeared from the r·egion after zone B (the

7.

Betula tortuosa

sub-boreal period ?).

B. nana

and (later)

spread during the last

part of zone B and zone A (the sub-atlantic period?).

8.

In the sub-alpine region the

9.

Empetrum hermaphroditum

Alnus (incana)

ourve is the most

important indicator of favourable climatic conditions.
dominated among the

Ericales

pollen through the entire series.
l

O.

Whereas pollen grains that have been boiled for two hours

with 10% KOH are of the same size as fossil grains (after KOH

treatment of the deposit), such recent grains as have been subject to
acetolysis are in some cases bigger.

Statistical diagnoses based upon

acetolysed material is of less values.
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